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Maintaining quality for doors and panels
specialist
Vinyl-wrapped doors and panels remain the
core business of family-owned company,
Janper Pty Ltd located in the outer Melbourne
suburb of Bayswater. The company has over
thirty years experience in the cabinet making
industry and a hard-won reputation as a leading
supplier to the trade of specialist, high quality
coated doors and panels.
However, managing director, Paul Janssen says
the company also designs and manufactures
a range of other cabinetry for trade customer
across Australia
Paul says innovation has been a critical aspect
of Janper’s business formula. “Over the years,
we have spent millions of dollars investing in
research and development and state-of-the-art
manufacturing equipment. “
“From automatic routing systems, to our
high pressure vacuum press, this reflects our
determination and commitment to keep abreast
of Australian and international standards in
quality.”
With a workforce exceeding 30 Janper is a
prominent member of Victoria’s cabinetmaking
industry. The company has an impressive line
up of woodworking and other machinery that
includes five flat panel nesting stations, a
modern, sophisticated vacuum form press and
edgebanders.
To support its quality manufacturing processes
Janper has recently installed a Germanmanufactured Holzher Accura edgebander.
These edgebanders are gaining a reputation as
a leading, high performance brand in Australia.
The new Accura edgebander will support the
company’s existing Holzher Arcus edgebander
that is continuing to give accurate, reliable
service .
Weinig general manager Neil Forbes says
Holzher Accura edgebanders are renowned for
setting the highest, professional standards for
edgebanding and this is especially critical for
Janper; a company that has built its reputation
on high quality specialist products.
Paul says the company’s Duraform doors offer
the highest calibre finish that has made Janper
a leading manufacturer of vacuum formed
doors in the industry.
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In developing the Accura edgebanders, the
focal point has been 100 per cent repetition
accuracy, fully automatic and flexible conversion
and perfect appearance of components
produced.
“Accura edgebanders redefine edgebanding
and are designed for highest requirements in
terms of quality and flexibility,” he says.
Machine operator Phil Snowden with Paul Janssen …
innovation has been a critical and millions of dollars have
been investing in research and development and state-ofthe-art equipment.

“With over 50 different designs and ten edge
treatments, architects and designers frequently
specify Duraform® doors for their projects,” he
says.
In addition Janper edge doors and panels are
available in a wide selection of colours and
designs inspired by top European designers.
As indicated, Janper’s manufacturing process
aims to meet the most stringent requirements
in terms of quality and flexibility, and in this
regard Holzher Accura series edgebander is a
critical part of the manufacturing production
line.
Weinig’s Victorian technical and sales
representative Ian Staniforth says the
Accura edgebander is ideally suited to the

Requiring only 6.5 metres of floor space, the
automated Accura edgebander series offers
professional complete processing with invisible
joints with Glu Jet Thin Film technology;
integrated multifunction cutting technology; a
100 per cent repetition accuracy, work piece
thicknesses up to 60 mm, and edge thicknesses
up to 20 mm.
Paul concludes that Janper has enjoyed a longterm, very good relationship with local Weinig
technical service and sales staff. “We are very
satisfied with our relationship – they are part of
our business success – and we look forward to
that continuing into the future.”
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Phil Snowden
operates Janper’s
recently installed
Holzner Accura
edgebander.
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